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AI lie prc.il [mic (here is no clear understanding of the physics of active region
ii lio in. dc., 'tc It i,. licrclore. of great interest to present the results of an investiga-

* ., I Ili, nmihicl.atoislip ol parameters characteristic of an active region during precisely
(1 , , Ii .ild Iitial deielopinent stages.

I ',, ciitio ll t ti,*,c regions can be traced most clearly by observing the appearance
.81, i 1 Ki %Ure:C% (. N I Oie .th occuli during the appearance and disappearance of sunspots.

, tpa i.,,I ,,I ,III %, rk I we conducted a comparison of active region characteristics with
S I.,i ItI i, hart data done during 1964 at X = 6.6 cm. It was found that the weak

'Ih , 11... itilkIIlV oit tile S-component correlated well with the area of the sunspot
I .sr ptoorl, with the area of the Iloccular region. It is proposed that the small

I'l. 11 -,1 •III, lit for I S flux and area of the separate floccular regions is a consequence
, Lc , l .111A'a 01 the region occupied by the flocculus being utilized for the calculation
* ail hict an lt i tihe areas ot the small intense knots. Therefore the processed observational

ialcrial Obtained on tile AFR-2 chromosphere telescope at the Institute of Astronomy
I lIk ,I v, k SR -N.adeny of Sciences. Now, when calculating the area of the floccular

L 'IOI ink tI intense simall knots are considered while the background noise between them
i muikid But ecvn i this case, the correlation coefficient for the l.s. emission flux and the
Ih.LtIlla regitn area was not very high, A = 0.3. ±0.11 (m = 67). Nevertheless, for a confi-r
dcn.ic lccl oli ( I)S the resulting valueA = 0.32 is already comparatively larger than 0.241,
whilh is the posatise llnit of the true correlation coefficient. This is assuming an absence of
asL oitaon for the Ii = o7 pairs of values -. For the given case, the actual correlation
,oet i.icnt lies within the limits (0.09 - 0.51 ).

As a result of the small values obtained for the correlation coefficient of l.s. emission
UX arid floc..ular area, one may assume that a possible interrelationship of L.s. radio emission

c.apabilht, and tloccular region enhancement in the optical wave range can be shown.,For the
clarification of this hypothesis the mean enhancements for the separate regions were deter-
inired on a Ila filtergram by a six-stage platinum attenuator imprinted in the depiction center
ot the solar disk.* The mean enhancement values found for the floccular regions are expressed
it) units ot cnhancements ot the solar disk center. The correlation coefficient for the l.s. radio
ecmisSion flux and the mean enhancement of the floccular region is equal to A = 0.67 ±0.06r
im = 7  The correlation of the Is. radio emission lux with the mean enhancement of the

Iloccular region is higher than with the Iloccular area. Considering this mutual dependency
during the calculation of the correlation coetfi.:ient, it is possible to assume that the l.s.
radio emission tlux is connected with area and enhancement of the floccular region through
a complex correlational relationship.

It i,, known I that tei mean sizes ot the Ls. above tloccular regions without sunspots
are on tile order of 2.0 - 3'5. which exceed., by one and a half to two times the width of the
direction diagram of the telescope. The si/cs of sources above active regions containing sun-
spots average 1.0 - 2'5. [he tlux from the radio source imreases significantly during the
appearance of sunspots in the active region. For the relationship of the source size and the
direction diagram width dcscrihed abovc, it is not possible through direct observation to
separate cmissions associated with llocculi Iron those associated with sunspots. In addition,
it is known that, in the range of 21 cm, the large portion of' the active region radio emissions
is formed by a tlocculus 3 . Analogous confirmation on the basis of observations at 1J cmi

can be found 4 . At wavelengths shorter than 10 cm, high resolution observations show that

* Translator's note: This is presumed to be a calibration technique.
1. Gl Gel'frejx, ZB Korobova. NP Stasjuk, Soln dannye, No II, 1974
2. SA Ajvatjan, Statistieskoe issledovanie zavisimostej Izd "Metallurgija," M, 1968
3. WN Christianson i, DS Mathewson, Radioastrononmija. PariY-skij simpozium 19 58g IL, M 1961, str 109
4. EE Covington, J Roy Astr Soc Canada. 63, 125, 1967
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strong L.s. are associated with sunspots and not with flocculi 5- 9 . Therefore, utilizing
homogeneous observational material, it is interesting to examine to what extent radio
emissions of active regions containing only floccular areas differ from those of similar areas
of approximately the same enhancement having an additional small sunspot group. For
clarification of the overall picture, the active regions and the I.s. identified with them were
divided into groups according to the enhancement interval of the flocculi. The mean
characteristics of the components of these active region enhancement intervals were then
calculated and are presented in the table.

Mean Values and Root Mean Square Errors
Interval of Floccular l.s. Size l.s. Area of Number of
the mean region emission of l.s. temp sopt cases
floccular area flux in arc enhance- groups
enhancement according min ment m.s.h.
for the to intense 103K
Ha line knots in /Fl.s.

Hct line ( 07
m.s.h. GQF0

a) active areas not containing sunspots

1.1-1.2 298 0.806 3.47 61.4
±213 ±0.577 ±1.88 ±65.6 - 40

1.3-1.4 291 0.880 3.82 42.1
±171 ±0.417 ±2.23 ±18.6 - 18

1.5-1.6 338 0.686 6.31 26.2
±144 ±0.225 ±1.72 +3.2 - 3

b) active areas with small sunspot groups

1.1-1.2 537 1.128 3.28 62.5 55
±271 ±0.373 ±1.72 ±34.3 ±195 10

1.3-1.4 549 0.976 2.63 69.5 44.9
±109 ±0.409 ±1.25 ±40.1 ±110 27

1.5-1.6 473 1.359 2.88 108.5 67.6
±376 ±0.612 ±2.02 ±83.1 ±106 13

1.7-1.8 484 2.257 2.53 122.2 92.6
±324 ±1.345 +0.96 ±104.1 ±102 10

1.9-2.1 410 2.717 1.96 245.0 146.4
±158 ±1.655 ±0.57 ±262.2 ±139 7

5. VN Ixsanova, Izv GAO AN SSSR, 21, vyp. 5, 62, 1960; 24, vyp 4, 51, 1966; 24, vyp 6,229, 1967
e. 6. SB Axmedov i, dr, Soln dannye, No 1, 1966; No 2, 1968

7. VN Borovik, Soln dannye, No 1, 1968
8. AN Kordavin, NG Peterova, A, 45, 36, 1968
9. GB Gel'frejx i, dr, Izv GAO AN SSSR, No 185, 167, 1970
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the It must be noted that the calculation of the l.s. temperature enhancement was in

the form of a circle with the diameter equal to the angular size as measured along one
coordinate (cross diagram of the direction). Since the real area of the radio source (taking
into consideration its fine structure) is possibly many times smaller than that assumed by
us, the values of the enhancements shown in the table are at their lowest limits. The values
calculated in line three may differ significantly from the actual values because the statistical
data for this case were inadequate.

A comparison of the reductions of the mean values in the table shows that the
presence of even small sunspot groups leads to a change in the basic parameters of the radio
source. The radio emission flux from the L.s. for the same mean value of floccular enhance-
ment increased a few tens of percent as did the upper limits of the mean enhancements and
the radio flux.

The value of the correlation coefficient between the flux and the enhancement of
the floccular regions located above sunspot groups equals A= 0.61 ±0.07 (m = 76). It is,
therefore, possible that in the presence of sunspots the association becomes somewhat
weaker. For the given case the true correlation coefficient lies in the interval (0.44 - 0.77).
The correlation coefficient between I.s. flux and the enhancement of flocculi in regions
without sunspots equals A = 0.67 ±0.06. The true correlation coefficient falls in the interval
(0.51 - 0.80), ie, the intervals overlap significantly, the actual correlation coefficients may
coincide with great confidence, and the degree of association does not change. On the
other hand, let us also recall that the enhancement of the floccular region reaches a maximum
when the sunspots are not large. This was reliably established in reference 10. The corre-
lation coefficient for the l.s. flux and the floccular region area (the small intense knots) in
the presence of sunspots has the value A = 0.22 +0.11 (m = 76). The correlation is stillr
weaker than for the case of flocculi without sunspots ( A = 0.32). This is obviously a case
of the influence of the sunspot's magnetic field, the presence of which leads to the growth of
the radio flux.

It is apparent from the table that in the weak active region approximately 1/3 - 1/4
of the radio emission flux was connected with the sunspots and 2/3 - 3/4 with the floccular
area. Let us emphasize that the numbers cited match up weak L.s. (flux is 19 of the total
solar emission) with the strong sources by suppressing the apparent emissions associated with
the sunspots and their large magnetic fields.

10. ZB Korobova, Soln dannye, No 8, 1964
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